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In this monograph Raphael Lyne boldly uses cognitive theory to explore how English authors 
remembered during the Renaissance, and how they encoded those acts of memory into their imitative 
works. Lyne approaches the imitative tradition through the lens of intertextuality, a term which here 
encompasses a vast array of ways in which texts can connect and refer to one another. The book is divided 
into two sections, both of which open with detailed yet readable discussions of particular theories in 
cognitive science. Lyne explores the relatively early theoretical developments within the field, arguing 
that the ‘development of questions and processes … reveal where the points of tension and interest arise’ 
(p. 15). This confident use of cognitive science and literary analysis makes the book of interest to 
practitioners of interdisciplinary research, as well as scholars of early modern literature, culture, and 
memory.  

The first section examines questions of implicit and explicit poetic memory. Lyne discusses the 
customary opposition of allusion and intertextuality, choosing instead to conceive of them as co-
operative, complementary aspects of “poetic memory”. His method is grounded in theories of memory 
science that hypothesise that associative and conscious cognitive processes take place simultaneously in 
the human mind. This hybrid model suggests that whilst the mind automatically accumulates associations 
over time, developing memories into behavioural systems, mental processes can also be consciously 
controlled. Even if these associative and conscious processes are distinct, they are combined in memorial 
activity. Lyne uses Hayman and Tulving’s model of “implicit” and “explicit” memory, explaining in detail 
the textual experiments they used to derive this theory.1 In essence, Lyne hypothesises that explicit 
memory is analogous to allusion, as both work with relatively ‘complete and coherent’ semantic material. 
Implicit memory, and by extension intertextuality, operate via ‘superficial and fragmentary surface 
features’ (p. 30). 

Lyne acknowledges the various problems this throws up for a literary study: namely how to 
distinguish a surface feature from substantive theme. Over the next two chapters, he provides a number 
of detailed case studies, examining Jonson and Milton’s use of classicism, and Shakespeare’s Sonnets. The 
chapter on Milton and Jonson sometimes succumbs to the difficulty of writing about allusion and 
intertextuality: the need to provide glosses and guidance for readers can cause the argument to stall, 
caught up in editorial detail. However, Lyne convincingly uses these comprehensive close-readings of 
“Lycidias” and Jonson’s Epigrams to dissolve the distinction between consequential themes and surface 
features. He suggests that the difficulty of distinguishing between these two aspects clarifies the 
vicissitudes of memory.  

The third chapter, examining Shakespeare’s use of Ovid and Erasmus in the Sonnets, is the 
strongest in the volume. Lyne argues that within the Sonnets we can see the processes of intertextuality 
in poetic creation at work. We witness the poet trying to combine their sources in a variety of different 
ways throughout the sequence. In Lyne’s configuration, this approach speaks to ‘the question of whether 
memories are truly owned or not’ (p. 112). The Ovidian and Erasmian elements are not cleanly 
assimilated, but ‘have lives of their own’, pointing towards the difficulties of controlling memories.  

This thought continues in the second section, “Intertextuality, forgetting, and the schema”. In 
Chapter 5 Lyne gives accounts of various theories of memory, from Underwood’s model of direct 
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interference and “unlearning”, to Jones’ ‘fragment’ model of memory.2 Lyne uses these to consider how 
Wyatt both remembered and forgot Petrarch, positing that to a certain degree “forgetting” is necessary 
for artistic creation. Wyatt’s attempt to control his Petrarchan sources is a “battle”, ‘to impose himself on 
his own mind, and to impose his poem on its predecessors’ (p. 158). 

The final chapters turn to drama. In Chapter 7 Lyne explores how Shakespeare dramatizes 
Plutarch in Antony and Cleopatra. He argues that divergences from the original demonstrate the ‘erosive 
aspects of memory’ (p. 166). The multiple voices of drama move this away from a fragmentary model of 
memory, instead demonstrating how history is shaped in retelling by different psychological viewpoints.  

Finally, the focus turns to Jonson’s Catiline, and its inclusion of near direct quotations from Cicero. 
In this chapter Lyne brings out both audience and reader responses to the play, reformulating Barton’s 
argument that Jonson “should have known better” than to quote Cicero at such great length to suggest 
that Jonson’s decision to do so is extremely telling. In Lyne’s view of the play, these wholesale quotations 
demonstrate Jonson’s ‘enormous sense of responsibility to the past’ (p. 237). Lyne argues that this enacts 
a form of control over both the self and the memory.  
Particularly in the final chapters, there is a sense that the reaction of the reader or playgoer to these 
memory acts should be considered further. The selection of well-known literary examples opens up 
questions about how these “memorials” are in turn remembered. This could be a fruitful line of enquiry 
for others to take up, using Lyne’s cognitive approach to literature.  

The work is most exciting in the path it breaks for scholars working on interdisciplinary projects. 
Lyne acknowledges the common problem faced by literary critics trying to incorporate “scientific 
thinking” into their work: that this process too often takes place on “science’s” terms. By complicating the 
simplistic scientific/objective and artistic/subjective divide, Lyne opens the space to ‘understand 
[cognitive science] on the terms of the outsider’s own field’ (p. 36). His description of the literary 
examples as ‘experiments, of a sort, to be set alongside scientific experiments, rather than seen as a kind 
of data to be worked on’ is particularly helpful (p. 16). In arguing that literary intertextuality can 
illuminate theories of memory Lyne offers an exciting new way to approach imitative works.  
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